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About us
The university library manages the university-owned publishing house “FAU University Press” on behalf of the
Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU).
The FAU University Press offers an attractive and economical way to publish your books – and your contact person is
conveniently situated right at the FAU!
The FAU University Press is a young publisher, but with tradition. The university library has supervised the publication
of academic books and book series for a number of decades – even before the FAU University Press was officially
founded.
The FAU Executive Board established an academic advisory
committee to foster the development and academic integrity of the FAU University Press. The Executive Board further
included the FAU University Press in its Open Access Policy
and in the General Doctoral Degree Regulations.

Product Lines
Our authors can publish books either in our series ‘FAU
Forschungen’ and ‘FAU Studien’ or as an individual book
outside of these regular series.
The ‘FAU Forschungen’ series encompasses research
results of FAU scientists as well as doctoral dissertations
that achieved the distinction ‘summa cum laude’. You can
publish in ‘FAU Forschungen, Reihe A’ for research in the
field of the socio-economic sciences and the humanities (SSH) or in ‘FAU Forschungen, Reihe B’ for the disciplines of science, technology and medicine (STM). The FAU
University Press’ academic advisory committee decides
whether to accept a dissertation into the ‘FAU Forschungen’.
The series ‘FAU Studien’ is subdivided into various series,
which are usually associated with a particular department or
faculty. To be published in ‘FAU Studien’ a doctoral dissertation or master thesis requires a recommendation by the student’s advisor as well as the approval of the series’ editors.

Forms of Publication
Publishing a book can be quite an expensive business, but
it does not have to be.
The FAU University Press lets you publish online (‘open
access’) which minimizes publication costs, as no print edition is needed. The eBooks are DRM-free, which means
that there are no access restrictions for prospective readers, such as limitations on saving, printing or copying. The
document can be used on multiple devices absolutely free
of charge. Your eBook is therefore readily accessible from
outside the FAU campus network and can be found by
search engines and their academic services such as Google
Scholar. And all without any of the complicated registration
or purchase processes (e.g., “pay-per-view”) used by commercial publishers.
The FAU University Press always provides an ‘open access’
online publication. There are, however, good arguments for
publishing also a parallel print edition. Print editions are permanently accessible in regional and national libraries and
are listed in sales catalogues and online bookshops. They
also offer the opportunity to participate in the collecting
society VG Wort dividends. Besides this, a presentable
book can help to make a favorable impression when applying for an academic post.

Costs
An online publication is free of charge, with the exception of
the publisher´s flat application fee of 20 Euro. For print copies, we only charge the actual printing and binding costs and
a slightly higher flat fee of 60 Euro. We generally print small
runs whose volume is agreed beforehand with the author.
This also allows us to keep the retail price low. Possible
future reprints do not entail further costs for authors – they
are financed by the bookstore price alone.
You have the possibility to receive printing subsidies via the
grants of various foundations. Please contact department
‘H 2 - Körperschaftshaushalt, Stiftungen’ of the central university administration or the Graduate Centre for further details.

